
Letter from Richard Schmalbeck (Duke) to Tom Herman (Wall Street Journal)

October 20, 2004

Dear Tom:

Sorry to bother you, but your paper is making some mistakes in the way they're handling the
story about Teresa Heinz Kerry's tax rates, and I'm hoping that if I convey my concerns to you,
you can get the powers-that-be to pay more attention than they might pay to a random letter to
the editor.

First, they seem to be using a percentage in her case that has explicit federal taxes in the
numerator, and total income in the denominator. But the way these calculations are usually done
is to put only adjusted gross income in the denominator. AGI does not include income from tax-
exempt bonds. The SOI (the IRS Statistics of Income series) in particular uses AGI numbers that
do not include tax-exempt interest. So your editors simply aren't using comparable methods to do
their comparisons.. If you look at the tax paid by Mrs. Kerry--$627,150--as a percentage of her
actual adjusted gross income--$2.29 million--you get about 27%, roughly the same as other
taxpayers in the top 1% of earners.

And there's a problem with that numerator, too. Taxpayers obviously prefer tax-free returns to
taxable ones, and a predictable consequence is that the tax-free offerings can be competitive
even if they offer lower interest rates. The spread of interest rates (between taxable and exempt
bonds) is difficult to measure, because it's difficult to be sure that the risk inherent in any two
bond offerings is identical. But surely there is SOME spread in the returns. Suppose, for
example, that a municipal bond pays 4%, while a comparably risky taxable bond pays 5%. In
such a case, the investor in the muny sacrifices 20% of her potential return in exchange for the
favorable tax feature. This looks like a tax from the investor's perspective--it's money that she
would have had in a tax-free world that she doesn't have because we live in a generally taxable
world. And it looks like a tax at the other end of the transaction as well, since it operates as an
interest-rate subsidy for state and local governments, lowering the capital costs associated with
provision of governmental services. Without a thorough study of the rates of return on taxable
and tax-exempt securities in 2003, I would be loathe to estimate the "implicit" tax rate Mrs.
Kerry faced on her municipal bond investments. But I do know that 0%, which essentially
presumes that underwriters of municipal bonds are stupid, and manage to capture no part of the
tax advantages available to investors in the instruments they offer, is flatly wrong. But 0% is
indeed what your editors have assumed as the tax burden on her municipal bonds investments.

Can you find a nice way to tell your colleagues on the editorial page that their readers expect a
little more financial sophistication from them on issues like this?
Oh, and you might want to mention that I worked in a policy-level job in the Ford
Administration, and have continued in subsequent years to be a registered Republican.

Thanks for whatever you can do to deflect your wayward brethren back to the path of
righteousness.

Rich


